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Platts Natural Gas Prices

Overview of Platts North American gas price reporting

Summary of index assessments and methodologies for daily 
and monthly bidweek  markets 

Snapshot of spot market recovery since implosion of 2002-2003 

Basis differentials  and capacity release  

Practical realities of participating in Platts index formation

Information on where to find publicly available methodologies 
and editorial contact information for further questions  

Discussion and questions
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Platts North American Natural Gas Pricing History

Platts editors have assessed North American spot-gas markets since
US markets were deregulated in the mid-1980s 

Platts assesses two primary types of physical gas markets:
Daily spot market in Gas Daily
Monthly bidweek market in Inside FERC’s Gas Market Report

Assessments available through several newsletters, as well as
on Platts real-time Alert services and through Dispatch data feeds
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Monthly Spot Market
Monthly bidweek indexes

Fixed-price deals negotiated during last
five business days of month for delivery
throughout the next month

Market captured: Baseload gas to flow
throughout month

Approximately 70 companies report 
gas transactions

All reported via mid- or back offices

2006 averages:
• 20.4 million MMBtu/day
• 3,271 transactions
November 2007: 25.3 million MMBtu/day; 
4,080 transactions used
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Overview: monthly bidweek indexes

Pricing published for 66 US and Canada locations in Inside FERC’s Gas
Market Report, on Natural Gas Alert and via Dispatch data feed

Low-high range, index, volume and deal counts published for
each location

Fixed-price physical deals used in West 
Blend of fixed-price physical and physical basis deals used 
at locations east of Rockies
Index is a weighted average of deals at points with volume above
25,000 MMBtu/day (almost all points)
Assessments can be used at low-liquidity points if sufficient information
available 
Widely used for hedging, settlement
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Potentially anomalous or outlying deals identified (standard deviation
used as initial screen)

Measures of central tendency considered, including volume-
weighted average, median, simple average, mode and midpoint

Volume-weighted average of each submitter considered

Relationship to other pricing points considered

Volume-weighted average of point is foundation of index-setting.
In thinner or more volatile markets, median may better represent
center point of trading

Range is absolute high and low after any outliers discarded

How monthly indices are calculated
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If trade data is insufficient to calculate an index, Platts will attempt
to publish an assessment. Factors considered in assessments:

Differentials to related liquid locations (e.g., Cheyenne may trade
as differential to CIG)

Trading in the daily market during bidweek

Physical bid/ask spreads

Derivatives trading

Other available market information

Assessments are clearly marked in price tables

Assessments are rare—one or none per month          

If no market information available, no price is published (N.A.)

How monthly assessments are formulated
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Daily Spot Market

Gas Daily indexes/midpoints 

Fixed-price deals negotiated each 
business day for flow the next day
(or next three days on Fridays)

Market captured: Daily firm swing gas

Approximately 70 companies report gas
transactions

All reported via mid- or back offices

2006 averages:
• 20.5 million MMBtu/day
• 2,937 transactions
Oct. 2007: 26.8 MMBtu/day; 4,016 deals
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Overview: daily indexes

Pricing published for 84 US and Canada locations in Gas Daily,
on Natural Gas Alert and via Dispatch data feed

Absolute range, common range, volume-weighted average
(midpoint), volume and deal count published for each location

Index methodology: volume-weighted average of deals
If no volume, no published price

Widely used for hedging, settlement
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How daily prices are calculated

Absolute range is high and low after any outliers are
eliminated

Midpoint is volume-weighted average of all transactions

Common range is built around the midpoint and generally 
represents 50% of absolute range.

If a point has a single price, the midpoint, common range
and absolute range are all the same
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Market Recovery

Gas market and indexes have recovered dramatically since
the marketplace shakeout of 2002-2003 

Transparent FERC-endorsed standards ensure integrity of data 

Volume behind indexes up dramatically, still growing

About 70 companies contribute data in North American gas survey

More companies, including smaller ones, initiating reporting 
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Basis differential and capacity release

Basis differential and capacity release

FERC clarified that shippers must be allowed to resell capacity and 

can price using indexes (as long as under maximum rate) 

Basis differential is the difference between values between any

points; can be calculated for daily, bidweek values  

Can be seen as market value of being able to move gas from point

A to point B

Basis values change: consider price history and liquidity of points  
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The practical realities of participating

What it takes to participate

Certification or confidentiality agreement — Platts provides 
template and company attorney can work directly with Platts
attorney if needed   
Platts editors available to work with mid- or back office on
defining deal types and resolving mapping issues
Some companies prefer test phase to verify report, process
Platts continues to work with companies to address questions,
clarify any reporting issues
When errors are made, Platts helps identify and companies
submit corrections reports 
Process has proven to be very workable, and resources
required after start-up are limited on company side
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Methodology and Specifications Guide

Guide is available for
downloading at:

http://www.platts.com

Assessment methodologies
How to participate in surveys
What transactional data to report
How to report
Definitions of trading locations 
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Discussion, Q&A, and follow-up contact 
information 

Platts editors are available for one-to-one conversations, 
conference calls or on-site meetings

Contacts:
Brian Jordan, brian_jordan@platts.com; 202-383-2181
Kelley Doolan, kelley_doolan@platts.com; 202-383-2145
Mike Wilczek, mike_wilczek@platts.com; 202-383-2246
Mike Rieke, michael_rieke@platts.com, 713-655-2215
Tom Castleman, tom_castleman@platts.com, 713-658-3263
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Licensing Platts Data

Byron Woodard 
Senior Director, North America Sales
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Platts User Definition

Platts Definition of a User (from the Platts Master Service Agreement)
For the purposes of this Agreement, a “User” is defined as an individual that has 
access to and makes Use (as defined below) of the Platts Services. For purposes 
of this Agreement, “Use” shall include but is not limited to (a) internal business use, 
(b) Derived Data use and/or (c) limited third party use as permitted
herein. Individuals may be employees of Subscriber and/or Subscriber’s Affiliates, or 
a contractor or consultant bound by terms of confidentiality and/or non-disclosure to 
Subscriber and/or Subscriber’s Affiliates. The number of Users in this Agreement 
is based on individual's access via internal servers, facsimiles, e-mails, and 
hard-copies. It is understood and agreed that clerical usage or "pass through" users 
will not be rendered Users under this Agreement as long as their access to the Platts 
Services is limited to assisting a User within Subscriber and/or Subscriber’s Affiliates 
in furtherance of uses permitted hereunder and not for their own use. It is understood, 
however, that this definition of a User is not intended to expand the rights granted to 
Subscriber herein, or to otherwise change the terms or restrictions on Users or access 
of the Platts Services herein, and that any access to the Platts Services by an 
authorized individual herein is subject to the terms and conditions of the Agreement. 
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Platts User Definition

…an individual who has access 
to and makes use of 

Platts services.
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Platts User Definition

Use = Internal Business Use 

Use = Derived Data Use

Use = Limited Third Party Use
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Platts User Definition

Use = Internal Business Use

Use = Derived Data Use

Use = Limited Third Party Use
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Platts User Definition

Internal Business Use Examples 
•Internal servers
•Facsimiles
•E-mails
•Hard-copies
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Platts User Definition

Use = Internal Business Use 

Use = Derived Data Use

Use = Limited Third Party Use
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Platts User Definition

Derived Data Use Examples
•As part of a price calculation or formula –
Platts Gas Daily +/- .02 cents

•Daily, Weekly, Monthly Averages

•P&L Calculations
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Platts User Definition

Use = Internal Business Use 

Use = Derived Data Use

Use = Limited Third Party Use
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Platts User Definition

Limited Third Party Use
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How to get Platts Index Prices

Subscription Forms:
– Master Subscription Agreement (MSA) 
– Services Attachment (SA)
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How to get Platts Index Prices

• Publication (PDF Format) – Gas Daily or Inside FERC Gas Market Report

• Dispatch FTP Feed

• Dispatch via Platts.com (CSV Format)

• Dispatch Delivered via Approved 3rd-party Vendor

- Aspen Tech - GlobalView

- Bloomberg - KIODEX

- CQG - LIM

- DTN - Sarus

- FutureSource - Sunguard

- Global Insight - ZE Power
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Publications: Permitted Use

Named user may print one copy for his or her own
use; no portion of the publication may be reproduced 
including the price assessments.
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Dispatch: Permitted Use

Prices may be used in either raw or derivative form 
by the users named on the Services Attachment
for:

•Transaction Settlement
•Risk Management
•Analysis
•Other uses
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File Formats

•PDF = Portable Document Format (Adobe) 
•FTP = File Transfer Protocol
•CSV = Comma Separated Value
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Platts Publication: Gas Daily Sample PDF File
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Platts FTP: Gas Daily Sample File
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Platts FTP: Inside FERC Sample File
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Platts CSV (Platts.com): Gas Daily
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Platts CSV (Platts.com): Inside FERC
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Questions.
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